Abstract. The theory of whistler wave interaction with a modulated electron beam of finite radius, injected parallel to the magnetic field in an unbounded space plasma is considered The study is done in the case of sheared whistlers interacting with the thin beam, when the parallel wave number is very small compared to the perpendicular one. The electromagnetic fields inside and outside the beam are determined in the linear approach; their asymptotic expressions in the beam vicinity are obtained in a rather simple form. The energy balance between the thin modulated beam and the sheared whistler is considered and dependence of emission power on the beam parameters is studied.
INTRODUCTION
Whistler waves excitation by electron beam injection has been observed.in several space experiments [I-?] . Recent ex erimental results were also obtained on the Cherenkov emission of whistlers produced in the interaction o i ! a modulated electron beam with a ma netized laboratory plasma in the Orsay experiment [5,-61 and in the APEX space active experiment 171. t h e existing theories of whistler wave interaction with a modulated electron beam of finite radius [8-101 did not take into account the beam evolution dunng this interaction. The purpose of our work is to provide a detailed study of the whisger features and to develop an approach which will be necessary in the forthcoming studies of the nonlinear interaction of an electron beam with a quasi-monochromatw whistler wave.
We consider the sim le but very interesting case of a thin beam which has a radius r b smaller than the pe endicular wavekn h of the whistler. Whistler waves are su posed to be sheared, that is k, d kII <<Tl (the e a n s is irected along the magnetlc field Bo = &z) and the wave frequency w is supposed to verify w, << w << w, < w,, where wi and w, = eBo/mc are respectively the ion and electron gyrofrequencies and w i = 4.irne2/m is the electron plasma frequency (CGS units are used); n is the plasma electron density, e and m are the electron charge and mass.
SHEARED WHISTLERS
The electromagnetic wave field (E,B) is described with the help of the vector and scalar otentials A and K cp as B= V x A and E = -Vcp -dA/c&. In our approximation of sheared whistlers, t e perpendicular component of A is small and can be expressed in terms of the parallel vector potential A,. The first equation for the wave potentials A, and cp in the presence of a modulated beam current jb=(jbz, jbl) follows from the equation of electron motion and takes into account that the parallel electric current in the whistler wave is supported mainly by electrons. The second whistler wave equatlon follows from the quasi-neutrality condition V . j = 0, where j =(j,, jl) is the total current, taking into account the (E x B ) and polarization drifts of electrons. In the approximation A, >> Al, which is valid for sheared whistlers with k, << Icl and w << w, (~k l w , )~, one obtains the wave equations
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where w~ is the ion plasma frequency.
The equations (1) determine the wave energy balance in a cylindrical volume where W, Pz and R are the,longitudinal energy density, the densip of lon itudina1,ener flux and the work of the beam on the whistler. The radial energy losses per unit length %, are glven 6
We suppose that it is possible to avoid processes which could modify the beam structure and the beam electron distribution function. We consider two cases: (i) the parallel beam injection jb = j ( r ) cos(w(tz/ubz)); (ii) the injection at a finite pitch angle with respect to the magnetic field, when the beam forms a spiral structure of current jb = (jbz7 jbB), with jbB = -e~r;nb.cos(
where vb =(ubz, ubl) is the beam velocity and R = ubl/w, is the Larmor radius; ,nb is the beam density.
In both cases the solutions of (1) 
PARALLEL INJECTION WITH RESPECT TO THE MAGNETIC FIELD
In the parallel injection case, one has klrb << 1 and it is possible to neglect the internal structure of the beam and the perpendicular current jbl. At the beam density nb (constant for r < rb), one has
where pb = -(enb(&yb/w)r2/2n) is the beam charge density per unit length. To calculate the wave field we transform the integraf cp(r) = kdkJo(kr)(ck on the total axis k using the presentation of Bessel functions in terms of Hankel functions. Thus we obtain
The inte ral path has been transformed in the closed contour C which passes above the real negative axis and befow the real positive axis, follows an infinites~mal semicircle around the ongin and is closed by a semicircle at infinity in the upper half plane. The main contribution to (5) 
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The two resonant waves (kl and -k2) are emitted coherently; so, the interference between them is strong near the beam. Wlth the help of the asymptotic developments of the Hankel functions [ I l l at k r -+ 0, the expressions for the otentials in the vicinity of the beam (rb < r << k -l ) can be obtained. 
EMISSION RATE
It is necessary to be careful with the estimation of the energy flux along the magnetic field. In the considered stead state regime, which corresponds to an infinite time of beam injechon, the longitudinal energy flux is ingnite. To avoid this problem and to obtain the beam energy losses due to wave radiation, we consider the transverse energy flux.We calculate the radial energy flux per unit length according to the Poynting vector (3) and using the asymptotic expressions of the potentials in the far wave zone as well as the dispersion equation and the perpendicular group velocity v ,~ = awldlcl. The interference terms between two resonant waves (kl and -k2 ) are strong near the beam, but at large distances their coherence can, be destroyed by various effects as wave damping and beam dynamics. Neglecting these terms we obtan Noticing that potentials in the far wave zone for parallel injection are different from those of the s iral beam case on1 by terms proportional to R, formula (9) is applicable to the parallel injection case ifone puts R = 0 . ?he total flux can be calculated taklng into account that at large d~stances, the component of flux along the magnetic field is given by P, = P, (v ,/v 1) .
The radial energy loss per unit length has been calculatei numerically accordin (10) as a function of the beam velocity and the injection p~tch angle at a fixed electric current.1, ~e s u i s presented on Fig. 3 for the Cherenkov resonance show a strong emission increasing in the vicinity of the double pole.
